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Ribeau repeals pay increases
Classified Staff Council
announced repeal of
raises in the President's
Office yesterday.
By Kara Hull
NEKS EDITOR

Yesterday's emergency Classified
staff Council meeting took a
surprising direction after it was
announced that four raises
recently awarded to classified
staff in the University Presidents
Office were withdrawn by the
President! effective yesterday
After meeting with several
i si members Priday, University

President Sidney Ribeau repealed
the raises after learning that they
were causing more controversy
on campus than he'd expected,
said Executive Vice President
linda Dobb, who spoke on behalf
of President Ribeau at yesterday's meeting. The raises, which
became effective July 1, created
a new category of "premium pay"
on campus without the knowledge of Council and totaled an
increase of S15,340 a year.
"I know that the President
was taken a bit unawares of the
seriousness of the impact of this
and he did everything to rescind
what had happened,'1 she said.
"The growth and the success
that we have at this institution is

largely due to the efforts of
Classified Staff Council, and I
don't think anyone appreciates
that more than President Ribeau.
He would hate to see anything
destroyed because of one incident and he did whatever he
could do... to turn it around."
The decision was a relief for
members of CSC, said Kathy
McBride, chair of this year's
Council. It is unclear if the money
given through the raises over the
past three months will have to be
returned, she said.
"To get him to rescind this is
a big victory," she said. "I think
that Dr. Ribeau implemented
something that wasn't a good
policy and we brought it to his

attention and he paid attention
to us and I respect him for that."
But the announcement of the
repeal didn't stop discussion on
the incident.
Several people at the meeting were critical of Rebecca
Ferguson,
assistant
vice
president in the Office of I luman
Resources, and her decision not
to tell CSC members about the
raises. Ferguson was asked by the
President to review the salaries
and made the final recommendation for the raises. President
Ribeau was concerned diat the
salaries of the classified staff
employees in his office weren't
competitive with those of other
universities, Ferguson said in .in

"It wasn't handled
correctly if you ask
me, because we have
monthly meetings...
and it wasn't
discussed."
KATHY MCBRIDE, CHAIR OF CSC
earlier interview.
"It wasn't handled correctly if you ask me, because we
have monthly meetings with
(Human Resources) and it wasn't
discussed," McBride said. "We
met with (Rebecca Ferguson)
concerning why it happened
and she was under the impres-

sion that it wasn't something that
would be of interest to Classified
Staff. She thought that since it
was the President's Office it was a
little bit different. Now she knows
that it's not."
But McBride said she believes
the decision wasn't made to keep
the raises a secret, as some suggested at yesterday's meeting.
Ferguson preferred not to comment last night because she was
not present at the meeting.
"I'm not sure it was really
intended to be kept secretive,
honestly," McBride said. "Dr.
Ribeau is the President of the
University, he's not manager of
CSC,PAGE 8

City officials
back party
ordinances,
offenses up
By Mtcole Delisio
CltV NEWS EDITOR

After 15 nuisance party citations were issued the weekend
before school started, city officials remain optimistic about the
results of the new ordinance. A
total of 30 citations have been
issued since the ordinance was
passed.
In an effort to help people
understand the new ordinances, the Inter-Fraiemity Council
and Panhellenic Council will
hold a forum at 7p.m. tonight
in 111 Olscamp about the parry
ordinance. Mayor lohn Quinn,
city prosecutor Matt Reger,
Student Legal Services Managing
Attorney Rodney Fleming, Brad
Connor of the Bowling Green
Police Division and Zickar will
answer questions at the forum.
IFC
Liability Awareness

lm Paul BG Una

UPSET: President Sidney Ribeau sided with students last night at the
Undergraduate Student Government meeting during the discussion.

Zoning laws
under scrutiny
By Uren Weber
USG REPORIER

NUISANCE. PAGE 2

Mayor John Quinn and University President Sidney
Ribeau spoke to a packed room at last night's
Undergraduate Student Government meeting to address
zoning laws of the city of Bowling Green that has forced
32 students from their homes.
Mayor

Quinn

defended

the actions of the city and
zoning officials In slating that
the majority of voters within the
community believe that the laws
should be present and ask that
they be enforced.
"We have been asked for
many years to do a better job of
enforcing this law and that may
be one reason there have been
more citations this year than
years in the past," Quinn said.
Many off-campus students
attended the meeting to voice
their concerns with the laws.
The current zoning laws were
created more than 30 years ago
and no law regarding over occupancy has been changed since.
The law states that R-l and
R-2 zones are restricted to
single families \ single family
as defined by the law is no more
than three unrelated adults
occupying a residency.
Opposition arose among
students when 32 individuals in nine houses were cited
for violations in the Bentwood

Subdivision
Students argued that families
do not live in that area even
though it is an
R-2 zone of the city and high
costs inhibit them from paying

rent with just three incomes.
Many also said feel they are
being targeted and argue that
other residential areas were not
searched.
"1 definitely feel like I'm not
part of the community and they
are singling us out." sophomore
Carter Fanger said.
When President Ribeau
took the floor, he joined the
side of the students. He was
interrupted by applause many
limes throughout his speech.
Ribeau said the students are
the ones that are being affected
by the recent enforcements.
"I'm fully aware and respectful to the fact that people want
single family dwellings in their
community and they should
have that," Ribeau said. "But in
some of these areas they aren't
single family dwellings. Why
are the students the ones that
are singled out? How many
residents did we go to and
knock on the doors in the
community?"
USG and Ribeau plan to continue working with officials to
possibly create new zoning laws.
"We will do everything that we
can do to constructively work
with the city and the prosecutors
office," Ribeau said.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

KEN TWO BECOME ONE: Sylvia Smith and Ayano Kataoka played at the Bryan
ill last night. The concert was Sponsored by the MidAmerican Center for Contenipora

BG groups hope to open
discussions on assault
BY Brian Scullin
Sculltn
By
REPORTER

With the sudden end to the
Kobe Bryant case, the important issue of sexual assault has
faded from the front pages
and, in some cases, out of the
consciousne'is of the general
public.
However, a few groups on
campus would like to make the
issue of sexual assault a topic
that students both male and
female should concern themselves with everyday.
The
Sexual
Assault
Information Network, and
Men Educating Men in the
Prevention of Sexual Assault

developed out of the Coalition
Against
Sexual
Offenses
during the late 1990s. In a
collaborated effort to end
sexual assault on campus, the
two groups attempt to raise
student awareness through
hour-long presentations to
other campus groups and
various classes on all different
aspects that are involved in
sexually-based offenses.
SAIN and MEMPSA started
training of new members on
Friday, and both groups are
actively looking for new people
to join.
Amanda Fry, a graduate
assistant in charge of facili-
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Would you like to shake your tailfeather? If you have good dance
moves, you could win a trip to
Las Vegas, Nevada or Orlando,
Florida, lust come show your talent at the "Shake Yo Tail Feather
Lip Sync Competition" during
Homecoming week.
The competition takes place
on Wednesday, October 13th at
8 p.m. in the Ballroom of the
Student Union.
Students who attend or compete in the competition will earn
"spirit points" for their organization. Also, there is a $1 admission
fee per person, or you can bring
one item for Coats For Kids, such
as winter gloves, hats, or scarves.
Groups must be 15 people or
less. You want to choose a fun
song, but make sure that it is five
minutes or less. The song can be
mixed or a medley.
The dancing cannot be "Pirated and me music must be free
of profanity.

MONDAY
Partly
Cloudy

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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tating
their
tatinc both groups, said the
presentations on sexual assault
starts with learning the basics
"We talk about the terminology that goes with sexual assault
because it is kind of confusing, then we try to educate the
students on sexual assault."
she said.
That education includes
talking about the role of alcohol in sexual assaults, dispelling myths and stereotypes
generally held throughout
society, and about the dangers
of date-rape drugs.
I he presentations also

New event
scheduled
during
Homecoming
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Groups work together to fight assault
sexual!) based offense at least
once during their college
experience. Furthermore, of the
women who are victims ol tape
during their college career. 42
percent newer tell anyone about
the experience.
SAIN, open only to
women, deals specifically with
raising
empowerment,

GROUPS, FROM PAGE 1

Include role-playing scenarios
ami other Interactive activities
to gel the audience to open up
and express their feelings about
the subject
"We trj 10 make the
presentations fun, we try to
make them interesting bet

.HIM

(■duelling

you don't warn students to be
bored," Irs said. "Sometimes
students hear the Moid rape 01
sexual assault and thej don't
think it is something they ain't
really talk about."
Sexual assault is a major
problem around the country, notably at college Institu

and

providing

an awareness ol die various
resources available to women
on campus that deal with the

subject of sexual assault.
However, Barbara Hoffman,
the
Health
Promotions
Cooidinatot at the wellness
Connection, explained Ii"'I
need to create Ml'MPSA to
inform the male audience on
their role in preventing sexual

bonS. According to studies used
by CASO, at least hall of the
female population who attend
college will lii' apart of some
kind nf attpmnfpH nrmmnlMpH

assault.
"\v.. Haririwt nn

i HHfpr.

also have become apart of these
groups because they strongly
believe in the cause.
Ibis is something that
Amanda Ply emphasized.
"These are great organizations
we needed In address men on
to get involved with, even if sex
What they needed to do to not
ual assault doesn't affect you
be a perpetrator, not to be a
personally, it is still great to get
rapist Addressing them with
out there and educate students
what they can do to stop that
and promote the awareness ol
from ever happening."
sexual assault because it is such
Both groups have been very
an important issue on campus."
active and will be involved in
person interested in join
other major campus events this ing\nv
SAIN ami MBMPSA or are
war, like a Mock Rape Trial in
November, along with advocat- interested in requesting a pre
ing many programs during AIDS scuta/ion, contact Amanda Fry
at (419)372-0470 or by email at
VwarenessVfeek In December.
While some of the new jrya@bgnet.bgsu.edu Students
members stated that some kind also can get more information
on Imth groups by visiting the
of personal experience dlDVe
them in join the light against website uninabpu.edu/offlcesl

HUSTLE

cm approach, because we felt
we can give women all the
education and awareness they
can have, but that does not
mean a sexual assault wouldn't
occur" Hoffman said. "We felt

cPYitalneoAiiltnnrAniniK nintw

oi/hmlthhiiallnortlmcnhlml

Stfven Garner 66 News

CAfCH ME IF YOU CAN: Tom Volk (far left), a sophomore, works
to get around defender Kelly Trnian, sophomore from Amherst. OH,
late Sunday afternoon in a pick-up touch football game.

Two nuisance party citations equals close watch by city
Many citations the tiist week
end occurred on Wboster Street,
while most of the preceding
citations happened on streets
south of wboster.
students have been charged
with underage consumption oi
possession of alcohol at several
of the [laities where citations
'Acre issued. Two Illinois were
arrested at one party
While working with the
students, Fleming also wants
in lile some court motions on
certain issues

NUISANCE. FROM PAGE 1

Chairman Mike kirk said he
expects a large audience of
students and residents.
"I'm hoping to expect ovet 300
people." kirk said. I don't want
to specifically say students, Its
open to everyone."
Fleming will speak to students about how ihe\ can avoid
being cited under the nuisance
part) ordinance He is currently
representing about 12 Students
who have received citations, and

"I be main one is the \ agueness
of the statute," he Said "Basically.

their trials are in November

il seems like you can be in violation of the statute tot actions
not only inclining on your
property, but on ) our neighbor's
property, Vagueness and
overbroad are two of the issues,
and that goes to a constitutional
right nt assembly."
Lieutenant Brad Billet of the
Bowling Green Police Division
said although the numbei of
citations is significant it was
nothing he lound surprising.
"I guess a lot of people had
the expectation that the] can
consume alcoholic beverages,
and they can pain without

ianiilicatiun,"Hillersaid." Iheics
an awful lot of laws out there that
people don't ever think they're
going to be held accountable for,
and underage drinking and |xis
session of narcotics am two of
those things people never really
think they'll be caught doing."
Hie nuisance party ordinance
enacted in August, prohibits any
party with disotderh conduct,
public urination, underage possession or consumption of alcohol, unlawfully loud noise or any
other behavior that threatens
damage.
Anyone who receivesadtation

REAL DREAMS COME TRUE.
REAL EASY. REAL FAST. QUICK!
Real dream loans for real people, real fast.
Get started on your dream home sooner with Exchange Bank. "Vou get answers
faster because we make loan divisions right here, where you're bui
home. Surprised? Welcome to E .
k, friendly advisors fbi 100

is guilty of a minor misdemeanor
and a fourth degree misdemeanor
if another citation is issued within
six months.
AnoUier ordinance, the nuisance
property ordinance, was enacted
at the same time. It states that any
property receiving two nuisance
part] i it. uions within six months is
considered a nuisance property.
Iliis requires the landlord to to
set up a remediation plan with
tenants after the first citation or
risk a $500 fine.
Although citations keep occurring Mike Zickar, 2nd ward city
councilman, said he does not
see the ordinance as a failure or
success.
"To me. it's still too eady to judge
this. I guess there's certainly a
j learning period for all of us — the
city and the students,'' Zickar said.
In late August, volunteers and
city officials handed out welcome
bags, which included infonnation
on nuisance parties, to off-campus
students and held a cookout that
evening.
ihe city hopes to make changes
that will include less infonnation

about partying if the welcome
bag program is done again ( ii\
officials said die student reaction
was mixed, and some students
believed die city was telling diem
to stop partying. According to
Biller, this reaction was not fair to
die University and community.
"1 guess from my standpoint, I
don't consider that to be a real
responeUe view to take on the
llnivi'isity's efforts and the community's efforts to take a standpoint on this," Billet laid
Along with tonight's forum,
then will also be a community
meeting Oct 7 at the Bowling
Green I 'ublic library for people to

voice concerns.
Aldiough some people may be
concerned the ordinance limits
them Irom partying, Reger assures
that is not the case.
"The city has never said we don't
want students to enjoy their time
in Bowling Green," he said. "What
we want them to have is parties
that follow die law, and they're not
disruptive to neighbors and they
don't have illegal behavior."
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235 Main St. • 419-833-3401
311 N. Main St, • 419-666-2955
940 Clarion Aye. • 419-868-1515
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> BGSU Credit?
Enroll in the National Student Exchange!

Us coming. Anew* ay to live your lite R jjuvenate. Replenish,
Live It's The Town Center at Levis Comr ions, and it's coming
y iur

way on Oclobet 2 6

Johnny Rockets, Blue Pacific Grill Starbucks Coffee
and Max 4 Erma • ...not to mention B aggl's Rittorants
Italians arriving in Febtuaiy2005 The- e ate just a lew ol the
tastier things in lile, coming yout way to t nake lite mote savory
and flavorful

Want to know mote? Visit us at www Shot LevisCommons.com.
'Join* our special e-community ol trier ds. learn Ihe latest,
receive special news . tips and discounts, and receive a special
invitation lot you ar d a friend lo oe a pa t ol out pte-opening
Friends Sh oppingDay It's lite. Simplitied.

Attend one of 175 colleges in the U.S. for up to one academic year while paying BGSU tuition!
No out-of-state-fees. Credits Transfer. Explore West Cost, Midwest, East Coast, South.
The National Student Exchange Information Session
314 Bowen-Thompson Studenf Union
Wednesday, September 29, 1:00 p.m.
Thursday, October 28, 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, November 30, 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, December 8, 11:30 a.m.
For more details, Contact the NSE Program at 2-6043 or e-mail qfolkiiv bgnet.bgsu.edu
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life, simplified.
www. Shop Levls Commons.com
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HOW IT'S LOOKING FOR THE ELECTIONS:
KRT— • 72 percent are registered to vote and 92
percent plan to vote in the 2004 presidential election.
• 31 percent plan to vote for Kerry, 26 percent for Bush
and 22 percent "don't know."
For this survey 1,200 full-time undergraduates at fouryear colleges and universities were interviewed.

www.bgnews.com/campus

CAMPUS
7 p.m.
Beauty Beginning From Within
What is the word beauty? Come
and discuss things that every
woman should know about basic
care for themselves.
2l70lscamp

get a life
^^L^^W

^^■■^^

The calendar of events is taken from
http-7/eventsi>gstLedu/

8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Union Art Exhibit
Baggage, or the Residual Effects
of'Dreaming" A collaborative
installation by the participants of
The 2004 Alternative Spring Break:
Artist West Coast Road Trip
Union Galleries

mKl^mt^mmK^^m ^^BB^'

Sponsored by the Key Yearbook
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Grilling on the Green
Enjoy picnic style food outside
Outside the Student Union
11 a.m.
Sushi Tuesday's in Founders
Keepers Food Court
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
and BGSU Dining Services have
teamed up to bring you the
exotic taste of fresh made sushi
Tuesdays
Founders Keepers Food Court

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Real Life Recruitment
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -12 p.m.
LDSSA Recruitment Table
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -12 p.m.
Latter-Day Saints Info Table
Union Lobby

12 p.m. -12:30 p.m.
Prayer meeting
Come pray for our campus, .country and world or come if you would
like to be prayed for individually.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Senior Picture Sign Up

We will guide people in praying
for certain things or allow them to
share what they would like prayer
for.
Prout Chapel
3:30 p.m.
Empowerment Group
Survivors of Abusive Dating
Relationships, student support
group is a space for women at
all stages of recovery to discuss
their experiences and the patterns
of abuse, explore safety options,
facilitate healing and learn to
recognize cues to potentially abusive behaviors and relationships.
Confidentiality is emphasized.
Sponsored by The Transformation
Project. Please contact Rebecca
Nichols Theis at 372-2190 for
more information.
107 Hanna Hall

MARCHING

7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Worship
Come join Real Life as we learn
more about Jesus Christ. There
will be a time of worship as well
as a deep look into the Bible. We
will try and understand the teachings of Christ and try to apply
them to life in today's culture.
315 Union
8 p.m.
Space Dreams - Our quest to
explore the universe
Multi-media show in the
Planetarium, $1 donation suggested, lasts approximately 1 hour
112 Physical Sciences Lab
8 p.m.
Come out and enjoy an evening
of poetry with the ladies of Delta
Sigma Theta and Creative Minds
This will be a great opportunity to
kick back, relax and enjoy some
great poetry!
Union Pub

William Hayward Photo Provided

PERFORMANCE: The Falcon Marching Band performs their
Bohemian Rhapsody show this weekend at the Cincinnati
Bengals game in Cincinnati. Ohio

...because flowers
never felt so good.

Want to learn more
about the

NUISANCE order In B6S

Gamma Delta
rockin' since 1904
come hang out with the women of AGD

Come prepared to learn from
and ask questions to city officials
about the nuisance party order in
Bowling Green.
PANEL INCLUDES:
Mayor JohnQuinn

' Sept 28 for Games with the Gams
Sept 29 for fun and crafts

Prosecuting Attorney Matt Reger
City Council Member Mike Zidcer
Student legal Service's Rodney Fleming
BG City Police Department's Brad Conner

Every night from 8-10pm

Hope to see you there.

Any questions or concerns contact Michael Rirt at mwbnV>joofwr bqw edu

FREE Sept.
Senior
Portraits
29,30 and Oct. 1
Senior *****
ta^etv at

The Blac*
xn Tjrvion

* **studen

9atrv-5p«v

^xee\,1
A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2005 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
Please make an appointment at 372-8634, but walk-ins will be accepted!
• ■• * •• i i ' ~- * -.- .*
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"I've never seen anything like it. It was a
scene from hell."
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Social security is in big trouble
Social Security is the third rail
of politics - us the high-voltage
middle rail that powers subway
cars, anyone foolish enough to
touch it is in for a shock.
I'ough choices and guiles-.
politics embody the Social
Security discussion in the 2004
campaign.
I lemocratic presidential
candidate Sen. lohn Kerry's
plan is nowhere to be found.
President George VV. Bush's
privatization plan aims to cut
the throat of Social Security.

Social Security is one of the
crowning pieces of former
President Franklin Roosevelt's
New Deal.
It has provided independence for elderly and kept
generations from drowning in
homelessncss and economic
ruin.
The list of benefits is long,
but, in short, Social Security is a
very good thing.
Social Security has current
workers pay for retirees'
benefits. This system works

well until a aging generation,
like the baby boomers, is much
larger than its successors.
Because of this, Social Security
is expected to only pay full
benefits until 2042.
Bush's plan is to privatize
Social Security by allowing
younger generations to invest
funds rather than paying into
Social Security.
This might sound fine, but in
reality it is a vicious scam.
First, the taxes Bush proposes
to be invested into private

Bush's foreign policy is strong
m-niiinn
BERNARO
MANYIBE

who has isolated the country
from its allies.
A closer look shows that Bush
has led a successful foreign policy which has been clouded by
the unpredictable crisis in Iraq.
US forces successfully toppled
the notorious pro-AI-Oaeda
Taliban regime in Afghanistan
and installed a more open and
pro-democracy regime.
Although the country is
experiencing incursions by the
weakened Taliban remnants,
Afghanistan is largely stable and
has held democratic elections
that have inspired the world
that soon the country will have
great democratic institutions
thai would propel the country
to prosperity. This move has
disorganized the international
terrorist network, particularly
rendering Al-Qaeda barely alive.
His approach to foreign policy has pushed Israel to declare
a unilateral pullout from the
Gaza strip; Sudan has made
peace with its long-standing
foe, the SPIA (Sudan Peoples
Liberation Army) and the declaration of the Darfur crisis as
genocide has sent a tough

Guest Columnist
President Bush's foreign
policy has received scrutiny.
It's often depicted by opponent as a failure because of the
failure to get weapons of mass
destruction and the emergency of an insurrection in Iraq
fuelled by ethnic nationalism
and pockets of terrorists
operating in the country.
Adding credence to this
ixisition also is the failure to
capture Bin Laden and the AlQaeda terrorist network its well
as the reluctance of the international community to contribute
troops to the war front.
Traditional allies such as
France have campaigned
against the involvement of
NATO and UN support in these
war missions.
The president's opponents
have systematically managed
lo portray him as a person who
lacks the praper grasp of foreign policy and an antagonist

message to Sudan.
messaee
Somalia has inaugurated
its transitional government;
Charles Taylor, a dictator who
niled Liberia, relinquished
power and former I laitian
president, Aristite Barisiiic
surrendered power after he
failed to stabilize the country.
These nations are now experiencing or have hope for peace
in the future, a credit 10 Bush's
resolute foreign approach.
It is also important to note
that President Bush has
garnered a formidable coalition force such as Britain. Italy,
lapan and Germany in the war
in Iraq contrary to the belief of
many people here at home.
Although dogged by many
obstacles, the war in Iraq
seems to be headed to the right
direction as evidenced by the
transfer of power and the peace
agreement with Al-Sadr.
The renouncing of a plan to
produce VVMDs by Muhammar
Guaddafi, the leader of libya,
maybe as a result of Iraq,
consequently signifying that
anti-USA forces in the region
may give up in the long run.

Kerry disrespects veterans
degrading to the men who have
fought before him. It depicts a
reenactment of the flag raising
on Iwo lima, a batde in which
Guest Columnist
nearly 7000 men were killed.
As the upcoming presidential
The only difference is the cover
race looms, both party's supshows members of an anti-war
porters continue to focus on
group raising the flag upside
the military service of President
down.
George W. Bush and Senator
Kerry goes on with his dislohn Kerry.
heartening rhetoric against
This wouldn't be a problem if
veterans by saying, "We
I felt that both sides respected
(Vietnam Veterans Against
their service, the service of their
the War) will not readily join
fellow soldiers, as well as those
the American Legion and the
who had served before them.
Veterans of Foreign Wars... We
As an educated student and a
will not uphold traditions
conservative Republican, I feel
which decorously memorialize
ii is necessary to enlighten the
that which was base and grim."
student body about Kerry's postThis is where you begin to
war book "The New Soldier" as
see a few of Kerry's classic
well as some of Kerry's other
"flip-flops." He first talks down
post-war travesties closely
to the VFW, then in his speech
related to the book.
at the annual convention of the
Kerry is attempting to use his
VFW in Cincinnati, lohn Kerry
service to gain an upper hand
states, "As veterans we know
in ihe upcoming election. His
we can win the war on terror."
web site states, "John Kerry
Throughout the speech Kerry
and lohn lidwards believe in a
continues to use the word "we."
better, stronger America - an
Well I ask. "Who is we?"
America that is respected, not
Many members of the VFW
just feared." This is a statement
had the same question; standthat is very hard to believe after
ing with their backs facing him
reading "The New Soldier."
during his entire speech.
How can Kerry want an
I le speaks briefly in his book
America dial is respected when,
about the casting of medals at
at times, he cannot respect Ihe
an anti-war demonstration.
America military personnel
In an interview on a show
(past or present)? The hypocrisy
called Viewpoints on November
of that statement shines clear in
6,1971, Kerry expresses, "I gave
his book.
back, I can't remember, six,
The front cover alone is
seven, eight, nine medals" in

MIKE
WOODALL
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order to "wake the country."
Then in an interview on
Good Morning America on
April 26, he says, "I threw my
ribbons. I didn't have my
medals It is very simple." Then
in the Los Angeles Times, Kerry
says about casting his medals in
protest, "1 never implied I did it."
Later he makes a comment
to Peter lennings. "I'm proud of
my medals. I always was proud
of them." He refutes the medal
throwing charges, by saying he
threw away his ribbons and the
medals of members of his protest group who could not make
the journey to Washington D.C.
Now they sit in a case on the
wall of his office. He displays
them as if he honored them
instead of defiling their every
meaning.
I did. I didn't. I kind of did.
I did it for someone else. I'm
proud. I'm not proud. I'm kind
of proud. I'm kind of proud for
someone else. Someone else
should be proud for me. Do
you have any idea where you
stand Mr. Kerry?
The New Soldier" is now
out of print solely because Mr.
Kerry continues to not allow the
publisher to print it. It is easy to
see why he would want to hide
such a book.
How does lohn Kerry really
feel about America, their
soldiers and their people... and
what else is he trying to hide?
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accounts are earmarked for the
benefits of retirees. They have
already been promised to the
retiring generation.
Bush's plan results in only
three options that are all
unpalatable.
We either raise taxes, allow
the deficit to balloon further
into oblivion or give the
benefits slated for the baby
boomers to the younger
generation.
logically, Bush's plan is not to
save Social Security but to end

it This is unacceptable.
Unfortunately Kerry has not
yet concretely laid down a plan
to save Social Security.
He must step forward and
quit walking a tightrope, telling
us he will make tough choices
while opposing any reduction
in retiree benefits.
Both candidates could begin
by seriously looking at Social
Security's problems.
Remember the projected $1.5
trillion surplus?
Our leaders have wasted it

without strengthening Social
Security - help they literally
owe to the Social Security fund,
effectively one of the federal
government's largest creditors.
They must repay these debts.
Repealing Bush tax cuts would
be a stan. Second, the retirement age must be raised. Lastly,
Social Security benefits must be
paid on a graduated scale.
Bush and Kerry must step up,
and they can start their plans
here.

ppoPTF Discussion of real
ON THE STREET issues is missing

-I- M-J\J M.

I Jl i

"Where do you get
your daily news from?"
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EOIN
HOWE
Guest Columnist

JUSTIN REX
SOPHOMORE,
UNDECIDED

"From The New York
Times."

L0REN HARGROVE
SOPHOMORE, SPORTS
MANAGEMENT

'TV news in the
morning."

DEBBIE FRATER
JUNIOR, PSYCHOLOGY

"From Meaghan
Geraghty"

BRYAN JACKSON
SOPHOMORE,
INTL. BUSINESS

"From myself I make
it happen."

Come November, the U.S.
election will in all likelihood
not be decided by anything S I
quaint as "democracy".
Its all shaping up to be a contest of hysteria.
No sensible person could
possibly make die case that
Bush has been a good president. Only idiots like the odious
trainee bootlickers of the College
Republicans and their greedy,
old. white, Christian counter
pans who write to the Toledo
Blade could possibly be so delusional.
All the important things we
should be worrying about have
taken second (last?) place to that
huge crock of fictional horse pellets known as "the War on Terror".
The real issue therefore, will
be the monumental cowardice
of these supposed "avarage"
Americans, the ones whom the
equally as cowardly College
Republicans claim to speak for.
Such a person cowers behind
the world's largest and most
expensive military, who are
cowering in turn behind their
airstrikes and Ixirbcd wire, and
yet is still afraid of being "terrorizi/ed" to death.
This person makes up for
this monumental inferiority by
throwing around childish slogans about colors that don't run
like cluster bombs. Tough talk
spills from their lips like blood
from an Iraqi baby; false piety
gushes with it, and, if one was
terminally stupid, you might
almost believe they cared about
democracy in the Middle Easl.
The biggesi bullies usually
have the loudest mouths and the
weakest personalities (remember high school?), and the collective mouth of these hyper-masculine toilet smears is drowning
out the collective voices of the
rest of the worid.
When Bush II eventually dies
in his bed, like all the greedy,
grasping mass-murderers since
JFK. we will no doubt react the
same way as when that disgusting old dog-turd Ronald Reagan
pulled the same stunt.
Bush II will have been a "great
leader in a time of crisis," just
like all the rancid Republicans
arc so fond of pointing out in the
editorials they have sent down
from party headquarters.
I'd love to see the sensible
people in this country represented in the polls, instead of
just the mouth-foaming moron

•

•

"Tough talk
spilsfrom their
lips like blood
from an Iraqi
baby; false piety
gushes with
it, and, if one
was terminally
stupid, you
might almost
believe they
cared about
democracy in
the Middle East."
I liristian Zionists that believe
the focus of US "democracy"
should be "which non-whites
need lo lie killed next."
In NovetnlKT. many of these
sensible people will go lo the
polls and cast their vote for the
less insane prick on the ballot
with a sigh; how many more
will pull the levers and push
the buttons thinking "what if
Osama bin Hussein and his
non-Jesus-loving minions come
and kill me and my children in
Nowheresville, Ol I? I'd best vote
for the psychopath that made
me so worried about that in the
first place."
I wonder whether this paper
should even bother continuing
with the laughable delusion that
we are having a "debate" about
this subject, or indeed any serious subject?
We are not.
Why not just keep putting
"humor column' trash about
how hot dumb giris arc (or how
dumb hot girls are) into the
middle pages?
That seems to find a receptive
audience among the very tools
I've been raving about.
Finally. I'd like to point out
to the odious slime toeing
their parry line that I am not
a Democrat, or even, really, a
"liberal."
1 hated Bill Clinton as well,
before anyone drags that moldy
argument out of their closet of
imbecility.
As usual, hysterical, shortsighted and pooriy written editorializers will want to critique my
blatant attack on their cowardice
and insecurity. I'm asking them
to try to avoid using ridiculous
schoolyard phrases like "with us
or against us" or "blah blah hales
America"
Repetition doesn't make it true,
it only seems that way to fools.
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BRIEFING
Manser named
Player of the Week

TUESDAY

THE BG XWS
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2004

BG volleyball player Emily
Manser has been named this
week's MAC West Division
Player of the Week.
Manser helped lead the
Falcons to their first 2-0 start in
league play since 1998 with
wins over Toledo and Northern
Illinois. She averaged 3.38 kills,
4.12 digs and 4.00 points per
game.

Negro
leaguer
finally
honored

0

JIM
LUKE

AP Columnist

"Oh, we had men by the hundreds who could haw made the
big leagues, by the hundreds,
not by the fours, twos or threes.
... Ain't no maybe so about it."
— Satchel Paige, from his I lall of
Fame induction speech in 1971.
With the sun shining warm
overhead, someone finally saw
to it ilial a stone marked the spot
where limmic Cruichfield was
buried.
It wasn't a big baseball Story,
not with a week left in tin- season
and eight teams still fighting for
two playoff spots. It wasn't all thai
elaborate a ceremony, either.
Three dozen people gathered
at in urn Sunday as a simple slab
of granite topped by two handsome bronze plaques — one
each for the Negro League great
and his wife, Julia — was lowered
onto a gravesite a few hundred
yards from the entrance to BunOak Cemetery. But it was about
time.
Cruichfield played his last
game in 1946 and died almost 50
years later, lie would have been
94 in March.
"Everybody I called about
linimic." said Dr. Jeremy Krock,
an
anesthesiologist
from
Peoda who led the drive for the
memorials to Cruichfield and
two other Negro leaguers, "you
could tell they were smiling on
the oihcr end of the phone."
Cnitchfield had that effect
on people. Standing just 5-fool7, he could hit, run, throw and
eat up ground in the outfield
in the same mesmerizing way
Ichiro Suzuki does — only he
did it seven decades earlier, and
without ever getting the opportunity to showcase his talents in the
major leagues. None of il wiped
LITKE. PAGE 7
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Women's soccer falls twice
Women's soccer
gaining confidence
with close play.
Danielle Tanner
SPORIS

REPORTER

The BG women's soccer team
dropped two close matches
this weekend, losing lo Central
Michigan 1-0 on Friday and
falling to East IT! i Michigan 3-2

on Sunday. The close scores and
strong play of the BG side gave
the team a shot of confidence as
they continue to search for their
next win midway through the
season.
Friday's match against Central
closely mirrored many games
played by the Falcons this
season. Despite a strong defensive effort, the squad allowed their
opposition lo score and could not
answer back themselves.

Merfs soccer looking
for their first victory
By Matt Deignton
SPORTS REPORTER

A slump would be a nice way to
put it
With the midway point of the
season approaching, the Bowling
Green men's soccer team has
found themselves napped in a
binding spell tliat has become
quite a challenge to overcome.
The straggling Falcons still
have thai goose egg in Ihe win
column after this pasl weekend's
games.
I heir losing streak was extended lo ten games after losing a pair
of offensive battles at Ohio State
and here in Bowling Green on
Sunday against Marshall.
BG held leads in both matches,
however were unable to maintain
them, falling 7-4 to the Buckeyes
and 5-2 to the Thundering Herd.
To say the least, there was
plenty of action in both games.
At leasi in ihe first half, that is.
Eight of the eleven goals in the
game against Ohio State were
scored in the first half.
Ben Swinger BGNews
Despite 24 shots by the
Buckeye offense, the Falcons STRONG FOOT: BG freshman Dirk Eckroat dribbles the ball against
were able to capitalize on the Wright Slate. The Falcons lost two games this weekend to Ohio State
opportunities they had and keep and Marshall. The team is trying to win their first game of the year.
up with iheir Big Ten competitors. Yet once again, they let it slip whistle. However the Falcons 10 saves.
After the weekend losses
stayed focused and responded
BWBJf in the second half.
Bowling Green reached net 20 minutes later with a pair of there was only one thing on the
four limes out of their nine goals by Abiola Sandy and Omari Falcons' minds.
Defense.
attempts on goal. Freshman Aldridge to lake the one goal
"Six goals in two games has alol
hmlan Koblens recorded two advantage over Marshall.
That wasn't enough for the to say about the improvement
goals during Ihe match.
With the offense stepping up Falcons as the Thundering 1 lerd of our team," Head Coach Fred
Thompson said. "However, our
on Friday, defense was the key came back in full force.
lo victory when BG came into its
Two late first-half goals by defense isn't dropping back to
Marshall carried the visitors into protect our goal and we're giv
MAC opener on Sunday.
ing diem lopponents] too many
The Thundering Herd put the halftime with a 3-2 lead.
pressure on early in the game,
They would pile on 3 more in chances."
reaching the scoreboard jusi the second half to seal the victory,
MEN'S SOCCER, PAGE 6
five minutes after the opening despite goalie Brandon IXvkci S

Bengals defense needs work
By X* Kay
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

lamal lewis. 180 yards. Marshall
laulk, 121. lee Suggs, 186. Curtis
Martin, 196. Lewis again, this
time for 186.
As the names and numbers
anest, the Bengals have a big
problem.
Sure, Carson Palmer is making his share of rookie mistakes
as a first-year quarterback, but
Cincinnati's biggest problem
runs much deeper.
Its defense cannot stop the
run.
Lewis' 186-yard effort Sunday
during Baltimore's 23-9 victory
was only the latest inalong-running series.
"It's not acceptable," coach
Marvin Lewis said Monday. "It's
disappointing. We've got to get it
corrected. We've got to go make
the plays, get the guy on the
ground."
Usually, it's the Bengals (1-2)
who wind up on the ground,
scattered about like so many

"It was pretty much the same
old story" head coach Andy
Richards said. "We've had some
great chances that we couldn't
put away."
Richards added that the strong
winds were a deciding factor in
the game.
Central's lone goal was scored
by Rosamaria Rago 36:59 into ihe
first half. Rago booted a high shot
from just outside the box. BG
keeper Ali Shingler gol a piece of

Al Behrmin AP Photo
NO RUN SUPPORT: Baltimore
Ravens quarterback Kyle Boiler
runs in a touchdown against
Cincinnati Sunday.

toppled bowling pins, ready
lo get racked up and knocked
down again.
It's not a new trend.
The Bengals fell out of play-

off contention last December
because their defense got run
over. Jama! Lewis. Faulk and
Suggs had iheir big games, and
the Bengals lost three of dieir
last four lo finish at 8-B.
Marvin Lewis spent the offseason revamping the defense.
The result: new players, same
problem.
Martin ran for 196 yards in the
Jets' opening win.
A week later, the struggling
Dolphins managed only 25
yards on 20 carries, giving the
Bengals a sense that the worst
was behind them.
Wrong
The Ravens brought them
back to earth on Sunday, piling up 254 yards overall on the
ground with an astounding
average of 7.5 yards per carry.
In their last seven games, the
Bengals have given up an average of 186 yards on the ground
and 5.6 yards every time the
opponent hands off.

the first time I was completely
happy with the full 90 minutes."
Juniors Molly Bremen and
Samantha Meisier led the offensive charge for BG, both scoring
goals in the first half. Tiemay
Tilford had assists on both goals.
Richards expressed pride in the
performance of Bremen. Meister.
and the rest of the Falcon squad.
"Everybody played very well.
WOMEN'S SOCCER, PAGE 7

CC Women end up
tenth at Stanford
By lessica Ameling
SPORTS REPORTER

The women's cross country team enjoyed a change
of scenery at their meet
this weekend. The Falcons
traveled to California where
they finished 10th at the
Stanford Invitational.
This was a solid performance for BG, as five of the
teams that finished ahead of
them are nationally ranked
and they were only 10 points
out of eighth place.
Host Stanford, the defending national champions,
won the meet while also
placing first, second and third
individually.
The first Falcon to cross the
finish line was Jamie Roflow in
a time of 14:59, placing 34di
overall. Following her were
Melissa Krueger (15:13, 43rd)
and Elise Gould (15:18,48th).
Kim Settle (15:23. 53rd),
Nicole Suitor (15:25, 58th),
Andrea Pollack (15:44, 81st)
and Christina Gingras (15:55,
93rd) rounded out the finishes
for the team.
Head coach Cami Wells was
very proud of the team's effort
this weekend.
"Overall I was pleased with
the way they raced," she said.
"We are making good progress
and I am excited to see how the
next two months play out."
As always, one of the team's
goals for this meet was to keep
their lop runners close together. The runners accomplished
this in an impressive fashion,
finishing with a gap of only 26
seconds between lheir top five
runners.
As can be expected, there
are still some improvements to
be made.
"We are still working on

Steven Garner BGNews
RUNNING HARD: Caroline Hillman
makes some strides during

the Mel Brodt Invitational in
Bowling Green.
tightening up our top seven
runners-keeping them closer
together. And a few runners
still need to gel out belter the
first mile." Wells said.
The heat was a bit of a
factor, as it was in ihe upper
80s to lower 90s. For this
reason the shorter distance. Ik
as opposed to the normal 5K,
was a welcomed change for the
runners.
Overall, this was a quality
meel that Coach Wells would
like lo bring her team back to
in future years.
"It was a very nice meel with
great competition," she said.
The Falcons are looking
forward to finally getting a rest
this weekend, iheir first in four
weeks without a meet.

Falcons take modest ninth at
Stanford Invitational Saturday
Team competes with
some of the finest
runners in the nation.
ByRyan AutuUo
SP0R1S REPORTER

The BGSU men's cross country
team finished in a modest-like
ninth place finish at the Stanford
Invitational on Saturday.
They competed with some of
the best teams in the western
part of the country and held iheir
own.
But unlike most teams that
finished in front of the Falcons
this weekend, the brown and
orange didn't include one senior
in its lineup.
"The fact that they are all underclassmen is very exciting" said
coach Cami Wells. "Now we just
need to keep working hard and
continuing to bring in recruits
that can help us out."

GET IN ON THE ACTION ATWWWAGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS
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the ball, but was unable to keep it
from bouncing in off the crossbar.
Shingler had eight saves in the
contest.
Sunday's match against
defending regular season
Mid-American
Conference
champion Eastern Michigan
was a much different story. The
Falcons had a strong game both
offensively and defensively.
"It was a completely different
picture," Richards said. "It was

The host Cardinals tied Oregon
for honors with 45 points. UCLA
registered 49 points for third place
and Division II power Chico State
claimed a fourth place result.
Leading the charge once again
for BGSU was sophomore Rogers
Kipchumba, who finised 31st in
12:43.
The race was only 4K as
opposed to 8K that the Falcons
are accustomed to.
Next in line for the Falcons
was Edwin Cheriuyot. The
sophomore finished in 13:06,
good enough for 47th place.
Cheriuyot, the team's No. 2
runner usually is closer to fellow
countryman Kipchumba, but an
illness caught on the west coast
left him at less than 100 percent.
"Edwin was not feeling well
Friday, but felt well enough to
race Saturday." Wells said, "He
was still feeling some effects from
his illness, and that hindered his

performance a bit."
Junior Bryan Jackson (68th),
freshman Steve Ferber (70th)
and junior Steve Valletta (72nd)
rounded out ihe scoring for die
Falcons. Another underclassman,
freshman Ryan Rohrer crossed
the finish line in 80th position.
The youthful BGSU roster
surely doesn't act their age
according to Wells.
"They are much closer and
work much harder than .they
have in the past," Wells continued. There is a stoseof unit] we
haven't had in a few years."
The Falcons will now (witch
gears in preparation for the
AU-Ohio Championships on Oct.
8 in Delaware, Ohio.
"We are going to do some
more speed work as the season
progresses." Wells said, "1 am
happy that we have two weeks to
get some good, solid training in
before the All-Ohio meet."

SPORTS
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Ham m waits for decision on
gold after 111/2 hour hearing
By Sam Cap
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

tall] llamm fought to keep his
i ilvinpk gymnastics gold medal
Monday during an II 1/2-hour
hearing before ihe spoils world's
highest court, and the panel
adjourned without making a
decision.
Three
CAS
arbitrators
convened to hear the appeal
from a South Korean who lost
the gold medal in the all-around
at the Athens Olympics .iftei a
scoring error by the judges.
CAS general secretary Matthieu
Reeb said the arbitrators — from

Germany Kenya and Britain —
hoped to make a decision within
the next two weeks.
Yang Tae-young wants the
court to order international
gymnastics < rfBdals to change the
rankings and give him the gold
and Hamm the silver, llamm
and the U.S. OK inpic Committee
spent ihe hearing fighting Yang's
appeal.
"I thought everything went
very smoothly," Hamm said in a
teleconference alter Ihe hearing.
"It was a very lair hearing and
everyone got the chance to say
what they thought"

Fabrics Coffrini APPtioto

GOLD HEARING: US gold medal winner Paul Hamm arrives for the
opening hearing of the Court of Arbitration for Sport in Switzerland.
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Yang, who finished with a
bronze, was mistakenly docked
0.10 points on the start value
of his next-to-last routine, the
parallel bars. He finished third,
0.049 points behind Hamm, who
became the first American man
to win gymnastics' biggest prize.
With the extra 0.100, Yang
would have finished 0.051 points
ahead of Hamm. That, however,
assumes everything in the final
rotation would have played out
the same way.
"The issue is whether this
(mistake) affected the result,"
Reeb said.
Soudi Korean officials declined
comment following the hearing.
The USOC's lead attorney,
Jeff Benz, said he argued three
points:
That the court could not make
decisions on "field-of-play" issues
in other words, on judgment
calls made by officials during the
competition.
That the South Koreans didn't
protest in time for there to be any
change in the results.
That simply adding 0.1 points
to Yang's score wouldn't give an
accurate reflection of the results
because there was another event
to go after the disputed parallel
bars, and nobody knows what
would have happened had the
scores been different heading in.
"We are confident we were able
to express ourselves to arbitrators
to the fullest extent possible in
way they understood," Benz said.
The International Gymnastics
Federation, known as FIG,
acknowledged the scoring error
and suspended three judges
for the rest of the games. It said
repeatedly it won't change the
results because die South Koreans
didn't file a protest in time.
FIG president Bruno Grandi
confused the issue, however,
when he sent a letter to Hamm
asking him to surrender the
medal voluntarily. In the letter,
Grandi wrote, "The true winner
of the all-around competition is

Yang Tae-young."
USA Gymnastics president Bob
Colarossi said the competition
should have been considered
closed the moment die results
were published.
"It's a bad precedent to look at
field-of-play calls in court," he
said. "There's a human element
in sport. There are always going
to be some things th.it happen
that on review might have gone
differently."
CAS traditionally does not
involve itself in "field-of-play'
decisions, but Yang had nowhere
else to go. The USOC rejected the
Soudi Korean's plea for a duplicate gold medal and is spending
about $300,000 to defend I brail
"We're extremely proud of
what Paul accomplished," US(X:
spokesman Darryl Seibel said.
International
Olympic
Committee president lacques
Rogge also rejected an appeal
from the South Koreans.
"Our position is extremely
simple. The FIG has certified
the result of the gymnastics
competition. The IOC has
awarded the medals according
to the certified results," Rogge
said last month. "Paul Hamm
was declared the winner and
therefore he has received the
gold medal, and for us that is
final."
FIG announced Friday it
is recommending new rules
in response to the gold medal
debacle, including the immediate suspension of up to four
years for judges who make scoring mistakes. FIG also wants
to revise its code of points, an
extensive guide to the difficulty
value assigned to every move
and combination of moves.
"The code of points must be
totally revised," FIG spokesman Philippe Silacci told The
Associated Press on Monday.
USA Gymnastics will recommend the use of video replay in
the review of start values. The
proposals will be considered by
FIG next month in Turkey.

Merfs golf places
seventh in Iowa
Austin Hackett shot 70 or below
for all three rounds to win the
tournament medal by four
strokes (70-69-70=209).
The Falcons ended with a 54hole team score of 900 (302304-294). The round of 294 was
the fourth-best of all teams on
the filial day.
leading the Falcons in the
tournament was junior Heath
Ziglar, who finished Ued for
13th with a three-round score
of 222 (74-75-73). Senior Craig
Pickerel was not far behind,
finishing 15th with a score of
223 (76-75-72). Other Falcon
finishers included junior Chris
Leake (T-21st, 226), freshman
lace Walker (T-28th, 229), and
sophomore Brad Dcarsman (T41st, 234).
The men's golf team continues its fall season by traveling next week to the Earl
Yestingsmeier Invitational, Oct.
4-5, in Yorktown. Indiana. The
tournament is hosted by Ball
State.

By Brandon Drake
SPORtS REPORTER

After a seventh place finish
at this weekend's Hawkeye
Intercollegiate, hosted by the
University of Iowa, the Bowling
Green State University men's
golf team looks to continue
improving their play over the
remainder of the fall season.
The seventh place finish comes one week after the
Falcons finished in last place
at die Northern Intercollegiate
hosted by the University of
Wisconsin. Although the team
is still without a tournament
victory in die young season,
die improvement made in one
week was a welcome sight.
Regardless of any extra stress
that the difficult schedule has
placed on this young team, the
Falcons will need to remain
confident to get back on the
right track.
The host I lawkeyes won the
nine-team tournament with
a score of H71 (296-289-286).
Southwest Missouri State's

BG shows signs
of improvement
MEN'S SOCCER, FROM PAGE 5

"It's simple mechanics that
we've been working on that are
still getting us into trouble."
Thompson believes that
the offense and defense
working togetherwill be a tough
challenge as die team heads
into MAC play.
"We know that our offense
can score now and that Friday's
game just wasn't a fluke,"
Thompson said. "We really
need our defense to see how die
offense has played and step up."
Bowling Green is 0-10, but
are just 0-1 in the MAC, which

"We know our
offense can score
now and that
Fridays game wasn't
a fluke."
FRED THOMPSON, COACH

Thompson believes has given
his squad a fresh start
"We're heading into conference play, so it's a new season
for us."
Ihe Falcons head to Michigan
to play Oakland this Friday,
starting at 4 pm
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The Family Weekend Concert.
Proudly Presented by UAO &
The Division of Student Affairs

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE! • WE SPECIAL ORDER ANY TITLE!

*U0\h) 1H ST0Cr\ ... tiOvJ OM SALtl *

Ben Folds (former lead singer of Ben Folds Five)
and his baby grand piano are known for top hits like.

"Army." "Brick." 6 "Rockin The Suburbs'
DATE:

November 6*h, 2004

TIJVIJE!

Doors open at 7:00 p.m
Concert begins at 8:00 p.m.

PLACEt Anderson Arena on the BGSU campus
UNRIVALED SELECTION OF
COMPACT DISCS* MUSIC DVDS-MOVIE DVD'S

WE BUY AND SELL USED CD'S AND DVD'S
"FIND IT AT FINDERS"
MOVIE DVD'S • MUSIC DVD'S NEW RELEASES
DEEP CATALOGUE • IMPORTS • POP ROCK • R&B • RAP
JAZZ•BLUES • FOLK -BLUEGRASS •COUNTRY• COMEDY
CHRISTIAN • CHILDRENS • SOUNDTRACKS • RARE TITLES
BOXSETS • REGGAE • NEW AGE • CLASSICAL AND MORE.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON - THURS 9AM TO 10PM
FRI & SAT 9AM TO MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY 11AM TO 7PM
STOP IN TO ENTER FINDERS CONTESTS & GIVEAWAYS

SIGN UP FOR OUR EMAIL NEWSLETTER AT WWW.FINDERSRECORDS.COM
DOWNTOWN BG
128 N MAIN ST

419-352-7677
I

DOWNTOWN FINDLAY
403 S MAIN ST

* RICE: $20. free parking (6 ticket maximum)
Ticket sales begin on Sept. 29th from 9 to 11 p.m. in
Anderson Arena and will continuously be on sale
at the Student Union Information Desk
starting September 30th.

SPORTS
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Crutchfield was the Ichiro Browns have problems
Suzuki of the Negro League throughout their team

LITKE, FROM PAGE 5

the smile offttuichfield's lace.
In 1991, he stood alongside
former commissioner Fay
Vincent during a ceremony
arranged by the Chicago White
Sox to honor the handful of Negro
Leaguers still living bi the city.
When Vincent asked Crutchfield
which accomplishment was his
proudest, there were plenty to
review. (:rutchfield hit .330 in just
his second year, appeared in at
least four All-Star Games, stole
hundreds of bases and played on
the 1932 Pittsburgh Crawfords,
a team that featured Satchel
Paige, losh Gibson, ludy loluison
and Oscar Charleston and
might have been the best ever
issi'i nblcd — black or white.
None of those made it into
(run hfield's reply.
" Ihe thing I'm most proud of,"
he said, "is that I never bated
nobody."
This is a strange time for
African-Americans in baseball.
ITie bitter legacy of eadusii in has
all but faded, yet the cumber of
players and fans are drifting hark
toward historic lows.
Men like Crutchfield, and lohii
Donaldson and Jim "Candy"
Taylor, the two oilier Negro
Leaguers
commemorated

Sunday, once served as a lifeline
to the game in black communities large and small. Ihe trade off
for being included, finally, is that
their league disappeared. Now,
like baseball itself, those men are
becoming distant memories in
those same places.
"When I was coming up, every
diamond in every park around
here was packed," recalled
74-year-old Johnny Washington,
another former Negro Leaguer
who played in Chicago
"Everybody wanted to be a
ballplayer then. But ever since
Michael Ionian came along, it's
been nothing but basketball
around here. Me, personally, I
think kids need role models and
they could bring the game back
it some of the ballplayers go back
to where they started and helped
light a lire under the kids.
"The problem is," Washington
said, "I just don't see it
happening.
There are 18 ballplayers in the
I lall in Cooperstown, N.Y., who
played almost exclusively in the
Negro leagues, and a handful of
better-known names — tackle
Robinson, Willie Mays, Hank
Aaron, Roy CampaneDa and a
few others — who began careers
there before making their marks
in the major leagues.

Funded by a $250,000 grant
from MLB, researchers at the hall
are finishing up a major study
on the role of African-Americans
in baseball history for publication some time next year. Exactly
where it will place guys like
Crutchfield, Donaldson and
Taylor won't be known until then.
But Krock. who is white, couldn't
wait.
He first heard tales about
Crutchfield from relatives
when he was young — "the
only guy ever to make it big
out of Ardmore, Mo., where my
grandparents lived," Krock said
— and couldn't believe it when
he finally made the trip up
from Peoria and found himself
standing over an unmarked
nr.nc. Especially at Burr Oak —
one of just two cemeteries in the
Chicago area that interred blacks
decades ago — where such
luminaries as music stars Dinah
Washington and Willie Dixon
and civil-rights activist Mamie
Mobley-Till were buried.
"There are eight more
Negro leaguers buried here
in unmarked graves," Krock
said, shading bis eyes from the
midday sun, "and we're going to
Ix1 able to lake care of the rest of
them sometime soon."

Eastern Michigan strikes
quick in win over Falcons
WOMEN'S SOCCER. FROM PAGE 5

fhe Held players in particular did
a fantastic job," Richards Hid
Richards also noted that Jenifer
Keniali.ui made an appearance
in goal for BG in tlic first halt
before she left the game with an
injury. Richards said Keniahan
gave BG some needed stability
Alter Bremen opened the sea
iug for either side. I-astern's San
Schiffbauer netted two consecutive first half goals for the Eagles,
followed by another goal by
teammate lessica Hupe before

Meister netted her shot
Shingler had one save in the
match and Keniahan had three
saves.
As the Raleons have seen
before, the officials played a huge
role in the game's final decision
BG had two controversial goals
disallowed thai would have
made a dramatic difference in
the match, siiii. itichanis was
pleated with the effort and play
shown by the team.

game! gave us some much needed a mfidence Tor (lie second half
ofoui season." Richards said.
A boost of confidence may be
just what the Falcons need as they
hit the road again next weekend
They will face Cleveland Slate
on Friday and MAC: opponent
Akron on Sunday.

By Tom Withers
1KI ASS0CIMED PRtSS

The way Cleveland coach Dutch
Davis sees it, a lack of trust
among his players is preventing
the Browns from winning.
Frankly, coach, it's a little deeper than that.
A talent upgrade would help.
So would fewer penalties and
dropped passes. Better pass
protection would be a bonus,
And, a few more healthy bodies
would be nice.
Davis harped on a theme of
team trust during his weekly
news conference Monday, one
day after the Browns (1-2) bumbled their way to a 27-10 loss to
the New York Giants.
I lecimated by injuries to seven
starters, the Browns players who
were healthy enough to dress did
little to convince anyone that this
season is headed toward a happy
ending.
The offense made cosily turnovers and drive-killing penalties
The defense gave Giants quarterlack Kurt Warner too much time
and too many extra chances. And
Cleveland's special teams were
again rather ordinary.
However, I lavis. in his neverending quest to put a positive spin on his team's failings,
summed up the problems by
saying his players needed to be
able to count on each other individually and colled ively
(lu\s have to do their job and
not worry about somebody else,
not worry about Dying to compensate." Davis said, "lust do
your job the best you can and let
the oilier guy do ihe best he can.'
"We've got to do a better job
of worrying about the Cleveland
Browns and doing what we do

Donna McWilliam APPtiolo

TROUBLING TIMES: Cleveland
Browns coach Butch Davis is
faced with many difficult issues
just three games into the season.

best, and not worry what the
other team is doing or wotrj
ing about how the other team is
playing."
In addition to suffering their
second straight defeat, the Browns
lost anothei starter as sirongside
linebacker Ben Taylor suffered a
torn tendon in his chest I le will
miss Ihe rest of the season
Taylor will have the tendon
reatlached to his left pectoral
muscle in surgery on Tuesday at
the Cleveland Clinic. The learn
said he'll need four-to-six months
to recover.
Unfortunately, the Browns
don'l have nearly as much lime
to mend their many problems.
"We have the guys in this locker room to do it," said safety Earl

Little, one of just three starters to
meet with ihe media. "We're not
going to make any excuses about
the injuries or anything like that
We've just got to gel it done."
For the third time in three
weeks. Cleveland's offense tailed
lo score a touchdown in the first
half and didn't come up with
enough big plays after il finally
woke up after halftime.
Quarterback leff Garcia
improved on his 0.0 passer rating from a week earlier, finishing
21-of-31 for 180 yards — a 80.0
rating — and threw a ID pass in
the fourth quarter.
But Garcia and center leff
Faine failed lo complete a simple
snap in the third quarter, turning
the ball back over to the Giants,
who were only leading 10-0 at
the time.
I he Browns then compounded
die turnover when safely Robert
GriffiUi was called for unnecessary roughness with New York
backed up to its own goal line.
Warner capped a 95-yard
scoring drive with a 1 -yard ID
run, giving the Giants a 17-0
lead moments after they nearly
had their lead trimmed to diree
points.
"We had the opportunities,"
Little said. "We just didn't make
the plays."
Davis lamented that "the
swing of events," a holding
penalty against wide receiver
Andre' Davis that nullified a
TD run and three dropped
interceptions as keys to the loss.
But he also blamed a lack of
trust on both sides of die ball
as being detrimental Without
trust, Davis said, the Browns will
continue to malfunction.

"The performance of die team
was much, much better. I'lliis

123 1/2 S. Main #B: Beautiful brand new one bdrm. apt
above a downtown business. HUGE window facing Main
St Central air conditioning, dishwasher, washer/dryer on
premises. Graduate and professional housing only! Nonsmoking living establishment. Available November 1st.
$600.00 per mo. ♦ water, sewer and electric.
123 1/2 S. Main #C & #D: Beautiful brand new one
bdrm. apts. above a downtown business. Skylights, central
air conditioning, dishwasher, washer/dryer on premises.
Graduate and professional housing only! Non-smoking
living establishment. Available November 1st. $500.00 per
mo. + water, sewer and electric.
609 Second St: Three bdrm. unfurn. house Double living room and off-street parking. $690.00 per mo. + utilities

ow Open! I
Try These Menu Items!
^CARIBBEAN^THE LEGEND^ AROMA ^ GOURMET
^ cuniun
nnnppn
---------P
BURGER ^BQREALIS ^rQUESADILLA
SHRIMP

332 S. Main St.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

iOUf only

352.5620

i! us:
newloveinfotSnewloverentals.com

Open Monday - Thursday
5 p.m.-8 p.m.

Located in the Northwest Comer
Of McDonald, Overlooking
Offenhauer Towers
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CSC dislikes raises without
some input from council

The Daily Crossword Fix
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CSC. FROM PAGE 1
(Human Resources) and when
he asked someone to look into
pay increases for his secretaries
because he was concerned with
them—which is a good thing—it
was an orda torn the President
that Rebecca (I ergusonl did and
found OUl what she needed Hi
find out and gave it to him."
Dobb said she couldn't bull
l-erguson or her office for the
decision.
" ... Sometimes we're all put in
vet) difficult situations and we
don't always know exactly the
right way to act under very difficult and trying circumstances,"
she said. "I knou ihal's true in my
ease whether it's here at work in
on die gulf course where I don't
accurately record my score. I have

for VVhitmire, recent events will
to believe that people are trying
to do die right tiling under all the cause her to think twice about
getting involved in any new inivariety of pressures that they're
tiatius, she said. VVhitmire served
put under, so 1 beg you to let us
as secretary on the Community
reopen dialogue with you..."
Building Project, implemented by
But gaining back the trust
President Itibeau when he came
many have lust in die President
will be bard, said Diane Whilmire, to the University in 1995.
"Personally, it's going to be hard
administrative secretary for
for me to get involved in anything
Faculty Senate,
like that again because it's over
"I'd like to commend the
t iiiincil for their work this week and beyond what we're normally
and what they've done to bring scheduled to do," she said.
CSC member Bruce Rutter,
this to closure," she said. "But 1
supervisor with Facilities Services,
fun e worked at BGSU for 34 years
and I think this is the most devas- echoes Whitmire's views.
"I'm glad we have the one victating thing that could happen to
tory, but I think we need to get
a group of people that are hard
the confidence back of personWorkers, Personally, I tliink this is
nel, which I don't have," he said.
a fiy in the face to everything that
l)i. Rlbeau stands up and says he "I think we don't want to ignore
that. I diink our first step is to get
wants till of us to do and we're all
the confidence back"
valued."
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Help Wanted

S450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your groups' time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising solutions EQUALS S1,000-S2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888| 923-3238.
or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

NEWS
Classified Ads

372-6977
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learn a skill for lite. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstablei.com
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Wanted

APPLY NOW START NOW
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY
Cust. Sales/Service
Advancement opportunity
Internships available
Conditions exist All ages 18*
Apply in Toledo, work in BG area
Call Now! 419-861-6134

Travel

Subleaser needed. Rent $410 mo.
Close to University
Call 419-353-1618.

HIBAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From $279' Includes Meals.
Port Taxes, Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20* 01 Youi Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World,
Road Rules. Bachelor'
Great Beaches. Nightlife!
Ethics Award Winning Company!

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn SI 5 - S125 & more per survey!

www.moneylorsurveys.com
Gymnastics Coach: immediate
position available tor Boy's Team
Coach Please call 419-873-0511.
Hiring Leasing Consultants.
Send resume to
beeian@cbeech.com

t -800-678-6386

Now hiring weekend paintball referees for the fall season. Fun & exciting work! Positions start at $7/hr &
up. Prior sport refereeing/coachmg
is helpful. Apply at RSB Hobby S
Games/Bull Creek Paintball Co 178
S Main St BG. 419-353-2176.

••ISPRING BREAK! CANCUN,
ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
From S459* Tax! FLORIDA S159!
Our Cancun Prices Are S100 Less
Than Others! Book Now!
Includes Breakfasts. Dinners.
30-50* Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at

■'

1
6
10
14
15
16
17

•Tired ot missing deadlines because
you have other assignments'1
Your Problems Are Solved
QuikType Services will type
resumes, reports, term papers &
business plans.
Qulk Type offers last, accurate service with reasonable rates that vary.
Call 419-917-0338 to set up an
appt.
or email lynerte 25@hotmail.com

1994 Dodge Shadow. New tires.
brakes. Needs some work. $250.
Call 419-214-4753.

Song from an opera
Offer temporarily
Bullock or Bernhard
Lacking guile
Somewhat open
Open container
Kind of ink

9 Praises
10 Creating arm coverage
11 Big in scope

31

■■
■

12
13
18
22
24
25

Bruins of football
Stagger
Bicycle pumpers
Stead
Twofold
Katmandu's country

26 Smell
B

27
28
30
31
34
37
39

Big HOMES
Weirdo
Sound dampener
Goulash and ragout
Obtain by effort
Math propositions
Put back on the
market
42 Hitch

M

Hoad of tennis
Moves from dusk to dark
Clique members
Covered with nch soil
Mine find
Debate again
Physical hypersensitivity

60
62
63
64
65
66
67

Big melodrama set to music
Appear to be
Raise
Yielder
Permission slip
Abominable snowman
Generally recognized

$4.99/mo.
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Unlimited & receive 2 FREE upgrades in
when you bring ,h;s ad in.

(he S(jn Capsu|e

For Rent

For Rent

" Rooms avail, now S230/mo.
1or 2 bdrm.apts. avail. 2nd
semester
Listings avail, for 05' & 06' school yr

Subleaser needed for 467 S. Summit #57. Spring Semester. Clean,
quiet, residential area. Close to town
& campus Call 419-308-3138.

Subleaser needed spnng semester.
117 N Main St. $300/mo

Management Inc.
Call Donny at 937-369-8067

24/7 ® 316 E. Merry #3
or call 353-0325. 9am-9pm
1 bedroom apt. for rent.
$350 S utilities. Avail, in Jan.

ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW
Call 353-5800

WIN a $50 Shopping Spree

Call 419-352-7990

SDEODAIOCCABOTMNVC

Call 353-5074.

NTDETARTUCNEHTTDLK

2 or 3 bdrm. furn. apt.
Available immediately.
419-352-5239

ERATNAMDERTUHRDTI

E

NOETRBEPARL

1

I

AMENT

WTODUEEOOUCATEWTHA

5 room house for rent
Available Aug. 25
352-5822

PADRPEBHLASLWVBDRC
ARTHRCSLVLAAOEUHSH
R

Large 2 bedroom apt. in Findlay
25 min. from BG campus

1

Cl

EHERARAAGT

1

ECCA
OPEN NOW
Hillsdale Apt.

From CUT-RATE Tobacco

2 bdrm. furn. apt NO smoking, NO
pets! Close to campus. Inclu. util.

1082 Fairvii-tt
• 142 Ixlim aptS
3 bdrm Twnha
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• washei Dryer Hook-up
u 3 bdrm)
• Carports BGSI Bus stop

ABN

DAUOSNOSOENHCOORUE
OLEEOUIDYICHRSLEGT
NCSYETBOFNMNAEDDLG
CTTNROAAOAKY
1

1

MTTE

1

NAENUGBSXODERERRE
TETTRSRMRRPIAE

AMEOVAENSLLAMLLAPC

Evergreen Apt.
215 E, Poe
• 1 ft 2 Ixlrm
• Laundry on lite
• BGSI bus stop
AfifrCA

BSYCVREOEBELAIRTRE
TORFSHEMGCSOPP

IZOE

NENTNEKATNLOOKNTHM

Bring completed puzzle in to register loi $50 00 shopping spree!
One name will be drawn.
Things you'll tlnd at CUT-RATE Tobacco:

Baked Chicken
Amilakle from 4 |>rn 'III 10 pm
Half of a baked Chicken lerved with

Mashed Potatoes, Gravy, CombreaJ
Stuffing. Vegetable and Coleilaw.

BASIC
BEECHNUT
BELAIR
BUGLER
CARTER HALL
CENTURY
CUESTA REY

CUT RATE
DORAL
DUTCH MASTERS
EVE
KENT
KOOL
MONTCLAIR

MTDEW
PARDON
PALL MALL
PARLIAMENT
PRINCE ALBERT
RED MAN
RED OX

STATUES
TOBACCO
USA GOLD
VEGA FINA
ZIPPOS

Name

163 South Main Street
Seivini Fine Food Since 1972

It apoleon
41

CUT-RATE Tobacco

(-599-1191 1180N

Main St

Bowling Green

Bryan
tnext to Woodland Mill 419-630-03 32

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

meV^0

^——-"

pet "■

Heinzsite Apt.
i" \ Enterprise

• 2 bdnna
• Dtehwashei
• Garbage Disposal
• washei Dryer In - bdrma

Phnnp-

Ohio's new affordable online dating
service, www.sweetytinder.com

ANSWERS

i n

For Rent

1996 Dodge Intrepid. $3800. Great
condition! For more info, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273.
Celtic Tapestries. Perfect for
Walls, Beds, Tables, Curtains,
etc.
Many designs, sizes, colors avail.
www.mithrasshleld.om

Spacecraft
antechamber
Self-righteously
Intensify
Really weird
Breath: abbr.
Zenoof _
Against
Make over
Expanded
Tall tale
Toward the stern

1616 E. Wooster • (419J-354-2244

SORI

1993 Acura for sale S2395
Automatic, air, CD player.
419-409-0298

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

59 Actress Sommer

Adam of "The Wedding Singer"
Against the law
Scarlet or crimson
Grammatical case
City on Kyushu Island
Earthquakes
Make a blunder
Incline
Full-length
Bard
Clean power
Ticket sales
Indian nannies
"M'A'S'H" setting

Fitness Instuctors wanted for Step,
Aerobics. Water & Spinning classes.
Free membership included for
teaching! Great pay, just 10 min.
north of BG. Experience preferred
but will train. Apply in person or call
Holiday Park Fitness Club in
Perrysburg 419-874-8442 Ask for
Mindy or Marcia

(4) 20X8.5 chrome -limited* rims.
(4) 245/40/20 Hankook Ventus sport
low profile tires. Universal mount 4
1/2 bolt pattern Asking $1400. 419877-0435.

Services Offered

..!

45
46
48
50
52
53
55

Taco dip
Irish Rose's lover
Aspersion
Clamorous
Bad luck charm?
Shoestring
Big zoo favorite

20
21
23
24
25
29
32
33
35
36
38
40
41
43

419-429-0832.

For Sale

1 Becomes slack

IJ

ACROSS

Perrysburg. easy access to I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm.. apt. 1 bath, water
incl.. laundry tacit., security bldg.
S525-550 month 734-850-0121.

yyvyw.SpnnflBt8aKTravel.com
1-800-678-6386.

H

■

(BARTENDING! S300/day potential.
No exp necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

Roommate needed to sublease!'!
3 bdrm. Ig. duplex. 2 full baths, w/d.

532 Elm St Apt A S250/mo
(740) 375-5676 or (740) 375-4996
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19 First name in mysteries

Personals

/HANGINGTIMK
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brought to you by

From Only
$465!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

• CAN WALK TO CAMPUS

AIEECA
Muufloncnl ..»

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www.mvcvahg.corn
for complete listing
for next year.

APPLY
NOW!
START
NOW!

GREAT

entrance
• Patio

PAY!

• Flexible schedules around
'your classes

• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities

• Customer Sales/Service

• Pets welcome

"
■—

. rtftTOk I

• Convenient on-site parking

• Internships Available

_ ... "neoP>e y_.

LOOKING FOR A MORE EXCITING CAREER PATH?

™g>

Rock

Don't miss the recruiters from Quicken Loans,
the nation's #1 online mortgage lender, and one
of FORTUNE Magazine's 100 Best Companies
to Work For in America.

quickenloanscareers.com

Join us at the Career Fair in the Perry Field House
on October 5th from 10:30 am to 3 pm.

1-800-41 MOBS

Quicken Loans Is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

«,

• Advancement Opportunity

n

N

t

FREE HEAT

• Conditions exist
■All ages 18 and over

♦ ♦♦

Apply
in Toledo

Work
419-353-7715 t^J

CALL NOW!
419 861 6134

